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NADARRA



True to the Scottish land, and home to the sheep where our wool is procured for this 
endeavor, Nadarra means “natural,” and tells an authentic story.

Nadarra is pure. Nadarra is sustainable. Nadarra is like no other. No dyes, no harsh 
processing. The beautiful organic tones of our sheeps’ fibers articulate directly into 
luxurious rugs.

From field to floor, Nadarra honors nature naturally.

FROM FIELD TO FLOOR



Shown clockwise from bottom: Peat, Talus, Esker



BA-1187: TALUS

BA-1191: HEATH BA-1185: MARL

BA-1188: PEAT

Shown left: Talus



Shown right and above: Loch



Nadarra’s process is completely transparent. Our sheep produce seven 
wool colorations. That’s it. The sheep are sheared, wool is cleaned, spun 
into yarn and hand-tufted into rugs. And, because the wool is dye-free, we 
celebrate the subtle imperfections Nadarra yields. Tones will even differ 
between shearing seasons.

PWV’s masterful tufting technique manipulates the seven yarn hues into 
twelve rich, textural patterns. This exclusive approach combined with pure 
ingredients doesn’t simply create a bespoke rug. It tells a one-of-a-kind story.

PERFECT IMPERFECTIONS



BA-1194: TUFF

BA-1186: DONN BA-1190: ESKER

BA-1192: GLEN

Shown left: Donn



Shown left: Tuff



Our philosophy for Nadarra is simple. Because Nadarra is natural and our processing 
approach is minimal, greater efficiency is achieved. The result? Beautiful, textural, 
handmade rugs at a pleasing price point delivered in an expedited time frame. 
Who thought that it could be that simple? We did.

IT’S THAT SIMPLE



Shown left and above: Esker



BA-1183: LOCH

BA-1189: EDDY BA-1184: CAIRN

BA-1193: LYN

Shown right: Cairn



Shown above: Lyn



PWV combines innovative production techniques and superior textures 
to provide a fresh, minimalist product landscape for some of the most 
prestigious clients and finest interiors in the world. With each original 
piece individually designed and built in the USA, PWV’s unique and 
quiet approach delivers a harmonious result for residential, commercial, 
business aviation and high-end retail interiors.


